Power 8’s
What sets Power 8’s apart?
Power 8’s is a progressive Baccarat side-bet that is powered by GFL Bonusing.
Game Overview

Features & Benefits

Baccarat has long since been one of the most popular casino
table games in the world. With the new Power 8’s side-bet,
casino operators can now capitalize on Baccarat’s popularity
by encouraging additional wagers, which ultimately results in
increased revenue. Power 8’s is sure to ignite excitement in both
seasoned and new Baccarat players alike.

New & exciting side-bet for Baccarat/Mini Baccarat
Easy for players and dealers to learn
Increase in House Advantage
Exciting colour changing LED bet sensors
Game speed is minimally impacted

Simple, Fast & Fun!
One of Baccarat’s best, and most appealing, features is its simplicity.
Power 8’s compliments this by only requiring the player to place an
additional bet; there are no other moves for the player to carry out.
The rest of the game is left up to the dealer and the cards, making it
easy for the player to focus on the thrill of the game.

In Power 8’s, players bet on the combination (suit) and frequency
of 8’s dealt, either as part of the initial 4 card deal or from the total
of drawn cards representing a result in the main game. The three
top progressive jackpots are shared equally between all those
who placed a bet on the winning flashing pads.

Perfect for GFL Bonusing
GFL Bonusing is a powerful floor-wide event and mystery
progressive system for live tables. When used with Casino
Hold’em Plus or any other table game, GFL Bonusing allows
casinos to create floor-wide jackpots across game types to
generate truly meaningful prize pools .
GFL Bonusing presents casino operators with the option to offer
both mystery and event-based progressives and jackpots. Eventbased progressives and fixed value jackpots are awarded as a
result of a game-specific winning outcome, such as a Royal Flush
in Poker. Operators can control jackpot contributions and output
triggers, among many other pre-defined options to enable either
large prizes with low hit frequency, more frequent small prizes, or
a mixture of both.
The system has the ability to add mystery jackpots that use a
random number generator (RNG) to select participating player(s)
as the winner(s). Operators can control the average value and
frequency of their mystery jackpots. This option can be enabled
or disabled depending on regional regulatory restrictions.

Pay Table
Jackpot

Base Value

Eligible

4 x 8’s in initial deal

1

Top Jackpot

Shared Equally

4 x 8’s including drawn cards

2

Middle Jackpot

Shared Equally

3 x 8’s same suit including drawn cards

3

Bottom Jackpot

Shared Equally

3 x 8’s any suit including drawn cards

4

20-to-1

Each Player

2 x 8’s any suit including drawn cards

5

4-to-1

Each Player
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